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On Life, Death, and Violence
This issue of TIPS concentrates on the multiplicity of interrelated phenomena which
we have called "deathmaking," because remarkably, no suitable word exists for this reality.
Death is not divisible. It makes no sense to take an incoherent moral stand that opts
for life on X issues, and for death on Y. It is incoherent to call for capital punishment
and to oppose killing of the handicapped. Those who would favor abortion and oppose
infanticide have been shown compellingly that this is not the way death (one could almost
say Death) works.
Of course, our special emphasis is on deathmaking of handicapped or otherwise
societally devalued people, and how it relates to societal violence in general. Also,
once a year, in the December issue, we cover aspects of deathmaking, related issues of
peace and non-peace on earth, and incarceration.
TIPS subscribers should have received the TI flyer of upcoming workshop~ which inclu~s.
one event on "euthanasia" in October, 1982.
Abortion, Infanticide, and Child Abuse
*There are now urban centers in which there are twice as many abortions as births,
such as in Columbia, SC (The Human, May 1982, previously in NRL News, ~(4)). (News item
submitted by Doris Fillmore.)
*In a series of 1981 columns, Ann Landers came out very strongly in support of
abortion, but stated explicitly that she was not pro-abortion but pro-choice.
*Seventeen thousand fetuses were found floating in jars filled with formaldehyde
stacked in the back yard of the owner of a California medical laboratory, with additional
ones being found in the owner's home (UPI, in Syracuse Herald Journal, May 27, 1982).
As SS man Dorf, one of the main characters in "Holocaust," would have said: "This is not
neat."
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*A g roup called the Committee to Defend Kep roduc t Lve Rights is actually a p ro+
abortiol\ group, and in that sense certainly much more against reproduction than
an d.-abortion groups. One of their ads shows a group of women and the caption. "Can
you t el.L which of us had an abortion? All of us" J and another caption, "He' re
worLill; for reproductive choice." Fascinatingly, the picture includes a small
inLiut, and one wonders whe ther the infant has already had an abortion as Hell.
The group also puts out cartoons that make fun of any efforts to encourage chastity
in young people.
*Another group whLch has similar aent Iraerrt a, called the Coalition for the
Nedical Rights of l~ornen,uses a logo consisting of a mirror of Venus with the
Caduceus (emblem of the medical arts) superimposed upon it.
*Turkey is the first Islamic country to move tovar d the legalization of
abortion, which may occur within the year. As in the US, proposals are to permit
uomen to abort without their husband's consent,
*A phenomenally symbolic element in the assault on human life was underlined
by a 1930 US District Court decision whf ch overturned major provisions of the
Louisiana abortion Laws , For instance, it overturned provisions that a woman wou ld
have to give wr Lt ten consent before obtaining an abortion, that she would have to
be informed of the risks involved. that there be a twent y-f our hour wa ItLng period
between confirmation of pregnancy and abortion, that abortions during the first
three months be performed in a hospital. and that reverent treatment be extended
to the remains of the ab~rted fetus. These provisions ,,,erestruck down on the
grounds that they interfered with (a) a woman" S right to privacy. and (b) a
physician's right to practice. medicine (International Life Tim~, 1930, 1..(23) p. 4)
- *Over 3,000 different human.gene disorders have been identified, and many of
these can be detected prenatally. It is also estimated that about 7~ of newborns
have a birth defect. These· facts in combination, together with the increasing
availability of prenatal te~ts, have led some authorities to propose that prenatal
tests for fetal handicaps should be conducted routinely (Science DiBest, January
1982), with a strong implication that a fetus judged to be defective be aborted.
*According to tradition, Hoses received the Ten Commandments, including the
prohibition of killing, on lIt. Sinai. Oddly enough, there is also a lit. Sinai in
New York City, namely a famous hospital and school of medicine which has had its
origins in Jewish faith and culture. Yet it is at lit. Sinai Hospital Hhere
phyr !cians who had determined that a woman was bearing twins, one of whom had
Dr '."."\5 Syndrome, aborted the fetus with Down's Syndrome in a gruesome operation
'vUe\) involved withdrawing a good portion of the blood from the fetus '.8 heart
witn a needle thrust through the woman's abdomen. The woman later gave birth to a
healthy sou and a dead withered corpse that was described by a physician speaking
for the hospital as "flat, fragile. and paperlike, like a rose that had been
pressed in the Bible for five·years." (Down's ·Syndrome Ileus, nay 1982).
*UNICEF has estimated that as many as one million infants died world-wide as
a result of bottle feeding. This· disaster is inflicted mostly on the Third t-lorld
by the manufacturers of infant formula, such as Nestle, lIead-Johnson and Ross
Laboratories (Sojourners, October 1961, p. 10). The ~erican Academy of Pediatric~
(an association of 22,000 pediatricians) has failed to endorse a Uorld Health
Organization/UtHCEF code on the marketing of breast milk substitutes, but has
accepted a million dollar educational gift from Ross Laboratories, which sells such
substitutes.
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*Efforts are under way in England to pass a law to make infanticidE:.ot
h andi.cappe d children legal. The law would permit parents or guardians of newb or
t nf ants and phycicians to agr ee with each other to withhold any treatment f rom 3
hand i.cappe d child erne Human, Hay 1982 ~ submf.t t ed hy Doris Fillmore).
tha.t
'One hypothesisAhas been offe~ed for the increased frequency with ~~ich pro-
fessionals directly or indirectly promote abortion and illfant~cide is that they
themselves come from an upward17 mobile social cl&ss in which both spouses have
committed themselves to a career and have rejected the craditional fauily styles,
child-rearing patterns, and often even chf.Ldr eu themselves. An Lncr eas Ing number
of such people remain childless ,or have one or two children mcch later in life
then formerly. They view children as a threa~ to their individualism and upHarc
mcbility, harboring a subtle hostility tOHard them and tOYlard people who adhere to
more traditional family p3tterns. Thin hostility may even break into the open,
and in either case may lead the~ into giving clients advice or encouragement that
is inimical to the survival or we l.fare of the children of these clients. Re Lated Iy
it has been sugeested th~t it is this kind of attitude which has fueled the
increasing sentiment among professionals that incest is not' only no~ harmful to
childrent but may even be good for them, ~nd that therefore, traditional incest
laws which were meant to protect children from unstable parents should be removed
from the books, as sugge st ed in an article in the 1980 issue of the Harvard La",
Review (~or~ News, November 15, 1981).
*Some modern ~riters and researchers are ideolOGically so deeply committed to
a legitimization of all kinds find for~s of sexual behaviors under all cir~umstance~
that they will be unconsciously influenced in their interpretation of research
~vidence, or in their observations of obvious realities •. For instance, Schultz
(Schult7., L. G. (Ed.). The ~exual victimology of youth. Springfield, IL:
Charles C. Thomas, 1980) claimed that there are no deleterious consequences to
incest, and cne can alrno~t read covert advocacy of incest into his ~00k. Obvio~s='
if incest does not harm ehildren, then why prohibit it, why refrat,n from it or
Bny n6t even advocate for it if one believes that one can demonstrate positive
angles to'it, such as improving the love hond oetween parent and chi~d2 If one
can "C:emonstratell no negative ;:onsequencet:>,Hhile bp-jng able to po!:>itpositive
ones, then one might just as well glorify, decriminalize and teach incest, hold
wo rkshop s on it (lIincest the rapy"}, etc. CertaLnLy , courses and wo rlcshops on
incest therapy should not be considered outlandish or unlik~ly to take place in
the future. After all, who 'Would have thought in !960 that we would see the kinds
of promotion of sexual promiscuity by the profcseional mental health culture thst
we arG seeing today2
*In Bloomington, Indiana, a child ,...as born widl Down' 3 Syndrome and a defol:·-
mity in the passage that lets fooo or liquid from the mouth reach the stomach.
The parents, apparently from the academic ccmmunity of Indiana University, veto2d
an operation to repair the deformity, a chain of cour~G uphcJ,d the decision, ann
the child ciied within a we ek , even though at Least six people offered to adopt the
child. The attorney for the parents said that the same kind of decision "is mad~
every day at other hasp! tals" (AP, in Syracuse Herald .Iour na l , April 1(:" 1982).
Few reople are yet fully aware of the implications of these judicial
decisions. If parents have the right to deny medical treatment to a handicapped
newb orn , then what; is there in law that prevents them from denying the same
medical treatment to the same chiJd at a later date, or to a non-handicapped chilu
that needs some lcind of 1:1.fe-savingmedical procedure? A child witr. an obvious
condition such as DOHn':3 Synd rome will almost certainly be retarded to some degrer
if life-B8ving operationc s~cceed. Can we now deny a similar life-saving operati:
to an (>quivalent child without a syndrome that wIll predict later mental retard&-
~ion with near-certainty?
..
Indeed, the parents' Lavye r in the Bloomington case implied as much when he'
justified the infant's starvation on the grounds that even if the surgery were
successful, the child would still be retarded. In other words, the issue has corne
down unequivocally and explicitly to the simple fact that when there is a near-
certainty that a newborn infant will be mentally retarded, the parents have the
right to kill it--at least in the sense that they can withhold nourishment, atten-
tion, medical treatment, presumedly also protection from the elements, etc.
We should not be surpri8~d that one of the arguments sustaining the Blooming-
ton decision was "freedom of choice," i. e., the very same argument that has been
advanced in support of abortion. Clearly, the choice is that of the powerful and
the competent, and it is the weak and defenseless who are being choiced to death.
Furthermore, another crucial element in the Bloomington case is that the courts
repeatedly referred to the denial of life-saving treatment, or even food and water,
as being, itself, a form of "treatment" (Lex'Vitae, Nay 15, 1982), i.e., "treatment
to do nothing." r The noted columnist George-Will referred to these verbal detoxifi-
cations as "perfumed rationalizations" of acts which, if they Here described in an
unperfumed fashion, would do violence to people's sense of decency and morality.
(l.JashingtonPost Writ~r8, Group ,.in Indianapolis Star, April 23, 1982).
The Syracuse Herald Journal (April 18, 1982)' editorialized tha4 "Being born
handicapped must not be tantamount to a death sentence." It also said that the
old custom of putting an unwanted litter of kittens into a burlap sack together
with some stones and tossing them into a lake or creek was "infinitely more hut!1ane"
than what waG done in Bloomington. It also implied that one could call the
dr own Lng of the kittens "a Ll.owLng them to die','-,-whichis the phrase used now
commonly for many forms of "euthanasia." -
, , { -
The editor of TIPS has spoken to this issue now for almost ten years.
Infanticide is indeed now a common occurrence. He can surmise that possibly
several ten thousand, but certainly many thousand, lives are involved. We do not
even have an adequate word to accurately refer to what; we do, which is one reason
why the editor for several years has used the word "deathmaking" to refer to many
phenomena which pro~ote death but which do not readily fall under the conventional
definitions of words such as murder, manslaughter, etc.
*In medical reports (~nd often then repeated in other reportage), when we hear
that a handicapped newborn is being danied-food and/or liquids and is being
"a l.Lowed to die," we are also often told that the Lnfnnt has been given "pain--
killers," as was the case_with the child in Bloomington. Actually, what really
happens is that the infant is put on such heavy 'sedation as to be rendered nearly
unconscious and thus unable to protest his/her treatment and condition by prolonged
crying and whimpering. Thus, sedatives are administered not at all for the
benefit of the baby, but for that of personnel. It would be much more difficult
to kill a newborn that acts like an ordinary newborn that has violence done to
him/her. To have a newbo rn fret, cry, llhiQper and complain for' one, ttlO, or even
more weeks before succurubing might make infanticide much more difficult for
2ttending personnel. Thus, the sedation of newborns who have'been co~demned to
die is as total a detoxification for the benefit of the killers as any cif the
detoxification measures implemented by the Nazis to make 'it-easier for people to
kill .Jews , Gypsie!3~ foreigners, the handicapped, orwhomever-,
.*In-'a-case which received an extraordinary amount of newspaper coverage,
(e.g., Toronto Star. J~ly 23, 1977), thirteen social and health agencies representinp
and/or including psychiatrists, social workers, judges, lawyers, and in a11 nine
prof es sLons , were involved ,lith a mother who was abusing her fifth child until
it died. Even though two earlier children had died from abuse and neglect, and
two others had been taken aHay by the Children's Aid Society who feared for their
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lives, and even thoueh approximately two million dollars worth of services had
been spent on the family over a seven year period, no one seeDed to be capable of
preventing the neglect and abuse death of the fifth infant. In fact, at a court
hearing to examine the advisability, of child removal, the sociai worke r most
intiQately involved with the family testified that she would '~take everything I,
know" on "the child's safety in the care of her mother, and the hearing judge vho
announced his decision to accept the social worker's advice called that testimony
"by far t~e best I have. heard in my courts," "complete." "perceptive.", .
, Some'interesting 'issues are "at ·st.1ke Ln events of this nature', For Lns tance ,
the case underlines' that it is not lack of money or "services that creates and
perpetuates problems, but" the structure of service agencies; the ethic and c,/'.t:ure
of service professions, and sometimes the phenomenally low level "of compet cr.ce
and discipline of professionals.. Furthermore J a case like this also unde r Lf.uas
that many service Harkers have a" greater commitment to the more pover fu l, and
competent, or in a sense,.more "humanized," member of the'family than to'its weak
and vof.ce l ess ones, In this particular instance, the social vorkar was more
concerned with progress the raot.he r was making or hopefully woul.d make, than with
the safety of the mother's helpless infant child. An impressive array of societal
defenses existed 'for the mother, but hardly any existed for the 'child. ~fuile
child placement agencies, 'such as the Children's Aid Society, quite often p~rtici-
pate in the circus of mismanagement, and 'abuse, it must be said in all respect and
due credit that in this particular instance, they \Jerethe only ones who emerged
solidly on target in arguing that a child highly at risk should not have to be
abused before it is removed from a family.
The case also underlines certain·aspects of the
menan. The interests of children and those of their
same, and, in" cases in vhf ch child abuse is at issue,
own lawyer vho will not be biased in favor of anyone
conflict of interest pheno-
parents are often not the
children should h2v2 their
el.se , such as the par eut s ,
. . ' .•
Infliction of Violence and Death on Handicapped/Afflicted People in Society
*A series of films, plays and, books have recently "U"ndermineda respectful
stance toward life by often utilizing either (a) a depiction of a sick per sonwho
is undergoing great unrelieved auf f e r Lng j Ln order to elicit from the audf.ence a"
sentiment in favor of "euthanasia" of the suffering person, or"(b) a p l.ot which
depicts an irrational savc-that-life-at-all-costs advocacy which w1ll.'turn the
audience touard sYID?athy for I!lercy-killing •. Furthermore, mercy killers m~Y'be
depicted in a very sympathetic light, andvas having acted under very wrer.~U"n8
cLrcumstances s An example of the above may be the film "'ThoseLife Is .!! Anyway?
(ca. 1981) whfch earlier had been a Br-oadway play.
*In the early 1980s, a state legislator in the state of Hashiobton (who is
also a physician) publicly declared himself to be in favor of ge~~cide of handi-
capped people. This stance, repeatedly expressed, has be en accc~!U:-; hy his
colleagues and the public in a rather matter-of-fact fashion, \.'ir.h v~:ty little
outcry.or criticism.
*Jane Howell, Republican state legislator in Arizona, suggested at an
Arizona House Appropriations Committee meeting that the overcrowding at the new (l)
Perryville State Prison could be alleviated by a' breakdo~"'U in the coolin-g sys t em
that would result in the suffocation of prisoners in the desert heat (UPI,- in
Indianapolis pews, January 6, 1982).
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*Durinb the record cold of January 1982, it was estimated that only 4,000
beds for destitute people existed in New York Cit~ as compared to 36,000 such
people on the streets (AP, in Syrac~~~ He~ald American, January 17, 1982). Some
street people construct overnight shelters frorl the cardboard boxes vhich they
find in the junk heaps behind downt own of fice buildings. All of this is happening
on the side\~alks and alleys of the world's. most expensive. real estate. Some of
the street people can only be called heroic, claiming that some of the.boxes are
"warm as toast," and warmer than flophouses. One street veteran assert-ed that,
"The cold is all in your mind." Also both admirable and revealing is the indepen-
dence of some street .people. Hospitals whe re some of them are thawcd out have a
policy of not releasing anyone who lacks a residence, and so the street people
give fictitious addresses (e.g., Rockefeller Center) lest·they be sent to some
kind of institution. ' .
*Even in very affluent countries like Hest Cennany, it is·still customary to
this very day for police to pickup homeless people, to drive them to a remote
spot. and to leave them there. miles from anywhere. ·under rather hopeless and
desperate conditions.
*In August 1981, t\YOmen broke into a group home in st. Paul, terrorized the
.handicapped .resLdent s , raped two young female staff members, 'beat them and several
of the handicapped residents~ some·of whom werenon-a~bulatory, and left with $40,
.some food st amp s a~d medicinal drugs ~. After the assailants left ,the two staff
women neroically ran from room to roo~ ·checking on their charges. -rising above
their lown suffering.· ..
*Assaults upon handicapped people (outside of human service settings) are
steadily increasing, to the point where another new "movement" is to teach .
handicapped people s~lf-defense. and an entire science of ~heelchair-defense has
arisen. Some of the advice handicapped people are being given to use the wheelchail
as an attacking or defensive weapon sounds rather self-defeating, such as to run
their wheelchairs over the attacker's feet. (Yes, that is what they teachl)
Other advice deals with using leverage from being situated lower than the attacker,
and using body mobility in various ways to kick or disable attackers, .including
via rapid flailing of legs. Hore effective may be the ta~tic of hitting someone
over the head ~vith your crutches. As with many developments like these, human
service workers are apt to jump in with great enthusiasm into yet another technol-
ogy. giving very little attention and coverage to why these new technologies are
needed, or what it all means or will lead to, or what to do about the larger
societal scene that makes such technologies "actuel" (Atlanta Constitution, Harch
15, 1981; submitted by qeorge Cox). . .
*The September 1981 issue of the Human Services Honoeraph Series (published
by Project Share, US Dept. of Health and Human Services) was devoted to a review
of abuse of the elderly. The available data Sl!ggests th~t elder abuse is almost
as prevalent as child abuse, involving 4% of the elderly population, not even
counting subtle and indirect forms of abuse that might take place in nursing homes
such as over-medication, denial of rights, etc. Research data are .somewhat
ambivalent,but again, we only have to keep in mind that we must fully expect
broader societal trends to be acted out in anyone sub-sector of society; and
thus, in a violent society, we mutt fully expect violence to be COl:lffiittedtoward
its elderly members.
Inflic.tion ~K Violence and' Death on Handicapped! Afflicted Clients in Human Services
" *For some time now, the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto has been under
investigation for the murder 'of an 'indeterminate number of infants, possibly as
ma?y as 44. At one time,' th~rcas~ had been considered s61ved, but new evidence
has been cornfng out pointing 'to a larger' crime than' previously thought. The
infants were slain in the hos~ital's cardiac ward, iometime between July 1930 and
Harch of 1901, apparently via administration' of digoxin, ,8 he act drug which is
very difficult to dete~tin the body. Digoxin has played a rolfr In a series of
other "euthanasia" cases involving mostly adults and elderly people in other .
hospitals and institutions in the US and eLsewhe re , At least one nurse has been
imp~icated, but the evidence has'been insufficient for atrial (AP, in Syracuse
Herald Journal, June 14, 1982).
The editor of TIPS' has spoken for years of patterns ~f systematic "eutha~a5ialP
by human service personnel who transact either 'societal or their own personal
beliefs that certain afflicted·'people ar~ better off dead. This type of sophis-
ticated concealed murder by highly-trained professionals has replaced to a,signifi-
cant degree the kind of everyday brutality that often resulted in deAths in




Burton Blatt of Syracuse Univet:plty wrote incisively on the ne", craze
human service wo rke rs self-defense ·agaf'nst.clients in the, Journal _o_f
Treatment and Evaluation, .1981, 3, 183-191.-- - -:."
, ' .
*As of Octobei 1, '1981~ ~t least 400,000 people be~~me ineligible for Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) as ve l.Ias for Hedicaid coverage. Another
230,000 people experienced a reduction in these same benefits. 1.1 million people
lost their fooJ stamp benefit~, and almost all the~ther 20 million recipients,
experienced reductions. .CETA jobs were eliminated altogether, and unemployment"
ins',lrancepayments ceased for about a million. Instead 6f'increasing their own
.'servi'cespending, many ,states are f o Llowf ng the lead of the federal government.
'Arizona has responded to these ,cuts by training its ovelfare officers on how 170 '
handle violent clients (Sojourners, October 1981).
*The chokeholds vlhich are being taught in many human services as a '!layof
res t raf.nLng and subduing a clLent; are also widely used by po Lf.ce", ano' a sign1£i-
can't number of people so held (by police and others) die. Nembers of racf.al
minoFities are particularly apt t~ die after ~eing held in ~ chokehold by police.
The 'humorist Art Buchwald wrote. a column' (Nay 21 J 19B2) which satirically claimed
that obviously,Caucasians had greatei tolerance for chokeholds because of their
superior genetlc make-up, based' on the statement by a Los Angeles police chief who
hypothesized that, "In some blil·ckswhen the. chokehold is applied, the veins or '
arteries do not open up as fast as they do in 'normal people." This police chief
.has had a long, history of disparaging comments about, members of ethnic nri.no rLt Les
(Newsweek, May 24, 1982).: This vignette shows ho";;closely violence in huma~
services and in society are related:'
*How subtly human services try to turn their workeis a~ainst their clients
was exemplified by the US Veterans Hospital in Asheyille, North Carolina, which
. severely reprimanded a .soc LaI wo rke r for be coadng too friendly ("unprofessional")
with a resident ,•.ho was 'very .severe Iy handicapped (unable to talk or' pe rf'o rm
normal bodily functions). The' ·so'cialworker' s offenses essentially consisted of
proposing to take the client with him on a vacation to Florida, and in exploring
the possibility of taking .the client home to live with him on a perman~nt basis
(Instituti9ns Etc..J Harch 1981, ~(3), P. 17). When agencies prorno te such
separatism, we should not be surprised if violence ensues.
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:~!1Il article (Lester, N. Nation's p a rarncdIcs suffer from job-related 'burnout'
syndrome. Health Care 1ie\.7s, February 12, 19G1, l(10), 1; 3) corrncnted on an
increasing amount of hostile behavior of paramedics (who operate arabu Lance s)
aeainst their charge~. At least one such paramedic in New York City reported that
he lets out his frustrations by going for target practice on a pistol range. For
some reason, it appears that paramedics seem to have a greater variety of stresses
in that part of their lives that is not related 'to work •. It is not clear whe the r
this is due to the selection of people for this l~ind of work (i.e., so that people
with more stressful lives become paramedics), or whether these stresses develop, as
a result of being a paramedic. '
*In almost every issue, whLcb means almost every mont h , Institutions Etc.
publishes vignettes of abuse, many of them resulting in deaths, of people in variou[
kinds of institutions and prisons. Again, one must assume that these reports are
the mere surface layer of what actually happens. The abuses reported take every
conceivable form: outright irrational staff brutality, violence anong inmates,
injury and death while staff apply restraints, over-drugging, incompetent staff
assessment or treatment~ etc.
*Hhile we are used to horror stories 'in residential settings, in a violence-
ridden society, we ~hould not be surprised to hear of violence in virtually any
human service context. For instance, the operators of a day care center in
Hartinez, California, ve re charged with committing grave cruelties to their chil-
dren, including such severe chokings and beatings that at least one of 'them died
and six had to be hospitalized (UP!, in Syracuse Herald Journal, December 3, 1981).
*The American Federation of State, County and Nunicipal Emj)loyees of Florida
has issued a monograph (Patients for Sale: The Plight'of Florida's l'ientallyIII
and Retarded, 1982) Hhich is one of those two-edged publications which, on the one
hand, documents a chilling array of abuses in residential services to t:lentally'
handicapped people in Florida, and on the other hand,uses these abuses to argue on
behalf of institution services. In our TI teaching, we call this sort of thing
combatting one perversion l1ith another. (Source document submitted by B. Roberts)
*\·fuileinstitutionalized at the St. Louis Developmental Disabilities Center,
a 19 -year, old re.tarded woman became pregnant. An investigation suggested, but
could not prove , that as many as five staff members' may have participated in, or
covered up, what appears to have been rape by ma Le staff. The young woman's:
mother obtained a court order under which an abortion was performe~during which a
drug was admfnf.stered that has sedative 'and analgesic effects. The young woman
suffered a reaction to the drug , experienced respiratory arrest and died. The
mother, who Has responsible for obtaining the abortion, had only visited her
daughter twice in two years, yet brought a $15.5 million malpractice suit against
various physicians and state officials (Institutions Etc., April 1932). This
vignette is profoundly sad in documenting violence and abuse against a handicapped
person by virtually all the parties in her life. The badness displayed by these
nentally competent parties is stunning, and underlines how much wo rse a serious
noral handicap can be than ~ mental handicap.
*A group of men incorporated an apparently phony religio~s order in Canada
and began running group homes. They began to wear red robes and cru~ifixes around
their necks, calling theoselves the Visiting Brothers of the Precious Blood. The
Canadian Department of Indian Affairs naively sent native children to the horne and
paid for their care. The boys put in their care complained that they were plied
with liquor and then homcsexua Lky as sau lted ; Eventually, the case carne to trial.
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*Excessive prescribing of psychoactive drugs is one of the major hidden
causes of deaths of devalued people.
*Even Canada's premier mental health settings, such as the Queen Street ~iental
Health Centre and the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry in Toronto, have in the ·past.
administered tranquilizers many ~imeB in excess of their recommended doses--in .
fact, about 250 times that recommended for ordinary instances, and physicians
admitted sometimes using doses 1000 times more potent than recommended in Dost
instances, which is almost 70 times the maximum doses for the most severe symptoms
reco1!lmendedby the Eodern Drug Encyclopedia. In one instance, this led to a death,
and there also appeared to be some cover-up following this incident in that the
victim's medical chart disappeared (was stolen?) the morning he died (Globe and
i·jail,September 2~ 1980). One medical expert claimed that phys LcLans are poorly
informed about drugs of this nature, wh Lch is a terrible indictment when one
considers that the physicians involved were part of Canada's premier mental health
settings. Despite these calamitous disclosures, the responsible physicians and
the directors of the tHO centers showed no sign of remorse and stated their intent
to continue their practices.
*A so-called "t';orldngGroup in Current Nedical/Ethical Problems" (Steri 1:f..Ra-
tion of the mentally handicapped. , Lancet, 1979 (3144), 685-686) in Brit~int
chaired by the Lord Bishop of Durham and including prominent ph)·sidans. and,.
academicians, seriously considered hysterectomy as a solution to ~enstrual ~vgiene
problems of mentally handicapped women. (Indeed, this solution had earlier been
even more strongly endorsed by the British Department of Health and Social
Security.) Interestingly, the Horking group called this operation a "cure," even
thou[;h it is quite clearly not desired to address a problem of disease, but of
bodily ministration and possibly eyen pedagogy. Astonishingly, the group also
called for putting promiscuous and sexually a~gressive mentally handicapped males
on psychoactive drugs, rejecting sterilization as being irrelevant to these two
problems, 'and castration too drastic. In essence, what; this proposal amounts to
is to drug some~ha~dicapped men into virtual stu~or. It is further astonishing
that the working group called this procedure "reversible, II when it has been well-
known that the continued administration of psychoactive drugs can play all sorts
of ,irreversible havoc with a person's body and psy che ,
*Ac~ording to a study, 490 menially retarded women in Ontario governme~t
institutions at one point in time not long ago ~ere given the drug Depo Provera,
either to halt menstruation and thus reduce demand on staff, or to'prevent concep-
tion. Among many other problems posed by this practice, there is also the
possibility that the 'drug nay increase the incidence of breast cancer. At its
annual 1981 meeting, the Canadian Association for the lientally Retarded resolved
that the drug should not be administered to wentally retarded people for these
reasons (Canadian Reporter, December 1981).
*Accordingto Institutions Etc. (January 1982), Dr. Ruth Ealdt,~n, a professor
of pediatrics and director of the University of ~aryland's Clinic for Exceptional
Childre~has for the last twenty years prescribed daily ~oses of DES (a female sex
bormone kno\JU to cause cancer, blood clots and other adverse affects) to retarded
boys, in order to stop t~ f~om ma~turbating while in school. Regarding the
cancer risk, she said that she Has not concerned because "These children •••have
a short life span anyway.'" She also fully intended to continu~ the drug despite
the opposition of state officials.
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f.1iuchlike the various all-purpose health elixirs of a hundred ye ars ago,
many over-the-counter tonics advertised as particularly appropriate asainst the
ails of old age are constituted to a 6ignificant degree of alcohol. Among five of
the leading 6o-cal1ed geriatric vitaDin solutions, the alcoholic content in 1979
varied bet,,;een 12 and 20 percent .(24-40 proof), One can view this phenomenon as
yet another assault on the consciousness of elderly people. In fact, some people
have taken to drinking these 6olutions because of their aLcohoL'": content, even
though they may not have been a•....are of \-lhythey _became so attracted to them.
Furthermore, a tonic with a high alcohol content can have a devattating interactive
("synergistic") effect wLt h any other drugs, including prescription drugs, that a
person may be taking.
*Bizarre forms of deathmaking have ~een taking place at the Bronx Psychiatric
Centel; in New York. During the heat of July, 19tH, with the outside tenperature 0
at 94 , radiators in the facility were going at full blast turning out heat at 12e.
At the same time, there were no t.hermoroe t ers on the vall of the Center, and no ons
knows how hot it got when the outside temperature was even higher, such as at 100--
which it did reach on sorne days. There has been no air conditioning at the Center,
and most of the windo\'Jscannot be opened. J·:anywindows consi6t. of no more than
slits anyway. In some places, steam enters the walls through the heating systel!l.
Conditions such as these have prevailed for seven years. It will be yet .additional
years at the least before any action can take effect. For instance, if air condi-
tioners were approved, the state's bureaucratic system wou Ld require fout years to
install them.
The wors t; news' is even wo rse r many residents at the Center are onpsycbot ropLc
drugs'which reduce the body's ability to perspire, or which increase fluid and salt
depletion, even as the building drives the heat to intolerable levels. The
expectable outcome is an increase in the death rate--of course, with no one
specifically really being responsible or feeling culpaple, In fact, state
officials have descrLbe d the impact of all this upon the residents as "an incon-
venience." The State Hental Health CODomissioner called the situation a "particular
di1eGItia"because he views the psychoactive drugs as "central" to therapy, but the
.New York Post (July 20, 1931) called it a "deadly form of therapy." Even rela-
tively healthy young men have succ~bed as a result of these conditions. Some
residents become violent, no doubt in part in response to thes~.stresses. In
response to their response, they may be placed into a tightly closed solitary
confinement room. Unfortunately, the investigations of these events resulted in
little more than superficial technical recoITlIU.endations,·suchas ~hat people under
restraint should receive more fluid, and that their temperature should be measured
by means of non-breakabl:e thermometers.
Historically and syubolical1y, it is rather appropriate that the wental health
system in New York State comes so close to our traditional image of hell. As a
reporter put it, "It is difficult to wr It e the truth about Bronx State without
sounding vulgar and crudely comical." "Visiting Bronx State is a test of one's
humanity" (Bronx News, July 23, 19(2). Other dncunent at.Lons of heat-related
deaths were carried in the August 1981 He~,Tsletterof the Federation of Parents
fuganizations for the New York State Hental Institutions.
*Similarly, alGost iillQediatelyupon being awarded a top national architectural
prize, all sorts of functional, structural and safety deficiencies ~ere discovered
at the Eronx Developmental Center. The Board of Visitors of the institution first
submHted a report on safety hazards in December 1978, citing defects in building
construction and fire hazards. Soon, other investigations uncovered further
irLst akes In construction arid TTICl1ntcn..'111ce.rrof,Li\l'il1L'lt:.ically;abus cs began to - 11 .'
be reported SOOn after the resJdents caved into the facility. There H~;:e reports of
rapes of retarded residents. and finally in late 19GO. a resident fell 5 stories to
her death under mysterious circumstances that may h~ve involved foul play (e.g ••
Health Care riews, 19UO. 1(0), 1ff.).
*Betueen 200, 000 and 300,000 Arr.ericans are infected with hepatitis B annually,
of whf ch several hundred die and many thous ands 'carry avlay liver disease, about
10,000 requiring hospitalization. Between 5 and 10% end up as carriers of the
disease. Hhich means that while they may no loncer suffer themselves, they can in-
fect others.
In 1931, it was announced that for the first time, there was a vaccine against
hepatitis b. which can be a very debilitating disease wh Lch has been par t f cu Lar Ly ap:
to spread among residents of institutions (and thereby to their staff) because of the
hygiene risks of this type of congregate living. The world hailed the advent of
this vaccine as a great achievement, not aware that some of the research in this de-
velopment was conducted literally over the bodies of mentally retarded people who
Here used as guinea pigs.
7(Nentally retarded people have been used as guinea p Lgs in dangerous or out rLgh-
harmful research for a long time. In Australia, it was recently disclosed that re-
tarded people had been injected with hepatitis B antieen. and then blood samples were
taken at regular intervals to monitor their reaction. Also. many retarded women we rc
being sterilized merely in order to make their supervision more convenient. Similar·
ly, some retarded residents had teeth or fingernails removed if they bitorscratched
(Link, September 1. 1982).
*During the 1960s, Dr. Saul Krugman, a N~l York pediatrician, distinguished
hepatitis researcher. and chairman of the Vaccine Board of the US Food and Drue A~·
ministration's Bureau of Eiologics, had operated a research program at the \Villo'Wbroc~~
S(:;.::'::::Sr::h001£01" the n.et.;>,!:'(1E'~C:1 lilct7 York's St aren Ts!;md. Tn this ;-r.o,iect,~('t;:.rc',
eel children between the ages of 3 and 10 were expe rf.mentaLl.y Lnf ec t ed u;.tll liv.::
hepatitis B. Despite all of the exposes of the atrocities committed at Hillowbrook,
Dr. Krugman proposed as late as 1979 that retarded children should continue to be
used as subjects in experiments designed to test out vaccines made from the diz68sed
blood of hepatitis victims. A major ratiOnale he advanced in support of this propo-
sal was that because of crowdin8. unsanitary conditions, and' poor personal hygiene,
retarded institution residents would get hepatitis anyway.
On top of the fact that German physicians were pronounced guilty at the V]U II
Medical war crrimes trials for experiments of this nature, the ideology of rej ectLon
and destruction embodied in such a stance was further underlined by 1979 actions of
the New York City Board of Education. In New York State, governmental structures at
various levels have wage d systematic warfare against retarded people for decades', anr:
tried virtually every ruse to exclude them from services other than institutions, and
es?ccially from eclucntion. The latest strategy, after all previous strategies had
been ruled illegal. \13S to exclude those retarded pupils from the schools who had
been ascertained as being carriers of hepatitis B--the very same condition withwhici
Dr. Krugman had infected the children at HilloHbrook. The school board declared tha :
these pupils posed a significant health risk to other children in the schools. ' Afte-
efforts to exclude these pupils from the schools were blocked by the courts, the
board fell back ont;.h~ next typical line of defense: segregation in separate pro-
srams. As far as the lacts 6f the school board claims go, hepatitis B is generally
thouCht to be communicated only via blood-to-blood contact, and the judge had ruled
that there was no documentation of even one actual transmission from a retarded
?upil to another child. The profound irony of 'it all is that most of the pup LLe In
question had contracted the disease as guinea pigs in Dr. Krugman's Wil1o~brook re-
searches. This 1c.indof event illustrates the liblaming of the victim," \,here someouc
is victimized, then the inflicted affliction is used as an excuse for tnfl:tcting
even more Rffliction.
*In an institution for the Dentally rct2rded (apparently in 19S0). a ~0n-
anbu La t ory resident was f as t cned to a ho!st in order to transport him f roraa sv Lr--
wing pool to his ~heelchair. In the process, the hoi6t snapped. the client
crashed to the tile floor. broke his neck and died instantly. l<;l1atwas the
response of the state's Department of Hental Retardation? The next day. it ordered
an inspection of every hoist in each of its institutions. (Vi£nette cited by Blatt,
B. Row ~o destroy lives by tel~ing stories. Journal of ~~chiatric Treat~~nt &
Ev,:..Iuation.1981,1. 133-191).
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*\Tnen one considers that in hlliJanservice settings. only a fraction of the
abuses that occur are reported and/or protested, it is astonishing to hear that
in February 1979, the Office of Recipient Rights of the lHchigan Department of
I'lentalHealth handled 1,021 rights comp laLnts , of \o.'TIich572 were acknowledged as
being violations of clients' legal rights. In the S2Be mont.h, 3,230 new conp LaI.nts
,"ere received.
Detoxification of Death~aking and Violence
One way in which de at.hmakLng is disguised. or made acceptable, is to "detoxify';
it. i.e •• dress it up prettily. call it sometting good and,positive. break.it down
into its component parts and allocate these to different perpetrators so no one
feels responsible, etc.
*One linguistic detoxification of infanticide is to refer to newborns as
"born fetuses." As long as '~ne assumes that fetuses can be aborted,' then obviously
born fetuses can be killed, uhich in turn could be called a delayed abortion.
(Hews item submitted by Doris Fillmore).
*A related incident is to refer to pregnancy as a "sexually transmitted
disease," which not only detoxifies the "cure" (abortion), but which medicalizes
pregnancy, and thus puts physicians firmly in charge •.
*In the 1979 sessi~n of the legislature of the state of Kansas. a bill was
passed but ultimately vetoed by the governor that provided for the infliction of
the death penalty by iritravenous Lnj ect Lon of a poison. The poison was to be
selected by a panel appointed by the Secretary of Corrections (I), consisting of
an anesthesiologist. a pharmacologist, and a toxicologIst, all to be duly
reco~pensed. FurtherQore, the Secretary of Corrections was directed to supervise
all executions. The reader is reminded of ~he macabre fact that in quite a few
states, executions fall under the authority of SOUledepartment of correction and/
or rehabilitation.
*A dramatic example of confusion of tongues juxtaposed to bizarre imagery
surrounded the execution of John Spenkelink in Florida in 1979. To begin with,
Spenkelink was apparently not a very soart person. end it has been well-docuQented
that persons are less likely to be executed for a crime if they are bright, we Ll,-
educated. and affluent. Furthermore, he was e~ecuted by the Department of
Rehabilitation of the state, much as in other states that function would fall to
the Department of Corrections. Thirdly, there is so~ething most peculiar about
the fact that moonlighting electricians uere recruited to carry out the execution,
rrerelybecause the execution took place by electrocution. If a state decided to
execute felons by drown Lng , wou Ld ve then be recruiting plumbers or perhaps even
lifeguards? Finall~ the fact that the executioners vore black hoods can, in
this day and age, be called nothing less than macabre. All this is also relevant
to the detoxification of the killing of afflicted people today by having the
i,edical professions playa maj or role in it. But ",ilileobviously. we arLrig a wb Lte
~ask while injecting a dose of deadly morphine (or saline solution during an
abortion) is less terrifying than "earing a black hood, If things keep up, people
may start running' scrcam lng when they see people in l-llliteapproaching.
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, :':Howde ath-cnak Lng can be detoxified vns strikingly portrayed by the way in
\.7hichthe San Quentin state prison in California has been advertising in the help
want ed columns for people to keep its gas chamber functioning properly. At a time
vhcn 100 men ve re awaiting execution, the work HaS advertised as being "clean Hith
regular hours" n!ews~Teek, Hay 19. 1982).
*One advertisement for various constraining devices to be used on psychiatric
"patients" during the 1~70s read like a high-fashion ad. For instance, the Posey
"Houdini" camisole was trumpeted as 'comfng in three colors and three sizes, as being
cool and comfortable, as washable and quick-drying, as tear-proof, and as inexpen-
sive. Apparently in order to further detoxify the image of the device, it was
shown on a person in a wheelchair, and the text referred to people who "are
nursing problems."
*This is really hard to believe: a major designer and manufacturer of'
institutional clothing in the United States chose as its name "Gay Apparels."
A~ong its styles, a particularly gay one is a sort of successor to the strait~
jacket, whf ch looks somewhat; like a woman" s apron but is depicted in one of the-
firm's brochures as worn by a man , and wh Lch is so designed as to be fastened on
the back to a chair so that a person will not be able to get up or fall off , Thi.s
piece of apparel received the fascinating name "chair shirt,"--a phenomenally
deviancy-imaged Dame for a shirt, since it has absolutely no normative analogue.
Violence EY Handicapped Peo2le
:kHe have emphasized again and again that the am01.!ntof "nonnative violence"
in society can be-expected to be reflected in all sectors of society. Pe thus
should not be surprised if handicapped people themselves ar~ becoming more violent.
In Freeport, New York, a man in a whe eLch aLr rolled himself into a service station,
leveled a gun at the employees and robbed them of $200. He then pointed his gun
at one -of the customers and forced him to push his vhe eLchs Lr clown a street for
several blocks before vanishing into the background. He know its wrong , but it is
difficult not to cheer the robber (AP, in Syracuse Herald Journal,' Decerabe r 9, 1981).
*Handicapped people are cOmr:Jonlyvictimized, and generally are made, and/or
l.ept , poor all their lives. (bee in a while, the situation gets reversed •. There
have been a series of La vzsu i ts in which people who suffered injuries have
received exorbitant compensations. An examp Le is a Lawsuf.t in Ot tawa in whf ch a
couple nnd their handicapped son were awarded the US equivalent of $3.1 million
because their son had become handicapped as a result of s\~allowing, and choking on,
a small figudne frrnn the play-family line of Fisher-Price toys. Astonishingly,
the parents sued on the argument that Fisher-Price was negli~ent in making a toy
small enough for a child to swall.ow, In actuality, it is neither desirable nor
hardly possible to make only big toys for children, much as it is impossible to
keep them from gaf.nf.ngaccess to, and 5\]a110-..:1ng,srnaL'l objects' in general. In
this suit, the child received $300,000 for future medical expenses, $500,000 for
future lost earnings, and $500,000 for damages. In addition, the parents
re:ceived $300,000 for medical care expenses,and $1,000,000 for the "loss of the
_child's compan Lon sh Lp " (AP, 'June 1981).
The most absurd a\.7arda1ong these lines involved 2n eighteen-~ontb old boy
who suffered brain damage at birth, apparently as a result of malpractice, and for
whom a _settlement \"as negotiated that could reach $60 million in damages, depending
on the extent of the boy's impairment and his longevity (I~eu York Times, Sep ternber
23, 1981). - --
Phile avrar ds of such size have becone corrraon , they s eem excessive. fspedctlly
the awarding of money to parents for the loss of their child's (non-handicapped)
cODpanionship can strike one as bizarre or obscene, and possibly contributing to
violence tovard handicapped people.
*In the work of the Training- Institute, we have used the terra "systems
dLsabLement" to refer to scenarios vhere tHO antagonists disable each other lolithout
either party acquiring the capacity, ar exercising the option, to accoDplish any-
thing positive. Nutual disablement llsoilly starts with one party doing dirt to
another party, and the second party finally retaliating by doing dirt to the first
party--neither really removing the other p6rty from the scene, but Derely obtain-
ing a futile and nonproductive s t and-of'f', A good exanp Le of systems dLsabLenent
has been that first of all, hunan service agencies carelessly disregarded the
sensibilities of their clients by practicing virtually no confidentiality in°
regard to what the agencies did to them or knew about them. In response, ridicu-
lous confidentiality Laws wer e passed vhIch disabled agencies, research, and social
reform. An example is a murder confessed by one psychiatric client to another, but
the psychiatric facility would not reveal the name of the person who was confessing.
As a ~esu1t, nothing has been done: no investigation took place, and if the
confessing person is, in fact, the murderer, no legal consequences are ensuing
(~, July 6, 1981. P. 44). Thus, as so often, if human servicesdo not fi~d
themselves on one side of a perversi~ they find themselves on the side bf an
opposite perversion.
Hiscellaneous Other Itelils Related to Violence and Deathmaking
*R.I.P. Alex--c.IlderEitscherlich died in Germany at the age of ?3. He maybe
best known for his recent books, such as Society \Uthout a Father, but his real
accomplishment lay in the reports vhfch he prepared on the Nazi medical var cr Imes
trials, published in 1947 and 1949. He and his co-author (Ilf.eLlce) were severely
rejected by the human ;ervice professions because they tried to make the vor Id
avrar e of the participation of human service professionals, and particularly
medicine, in the Nazi atrocities. Their reports wer e virtually suppressed,
including by UN agencies. llielke, though much younger than Hitscherlich, died
several 'decades ago. and it is only now that people are beginning to be flare open
to the truth which they revealed about 35 years ago. -
*It is doubly sad to read ho\o1psychiatry in Russia is 'collaborating with the
political regime in institutionalizing and inflicting severe suffering and punish-
ment on dissidents under the pretense that they are insane (f;e'VlS\....eek, January 11,
1982). The double sadness lies in the fact that our own mental health establisb-
rnent; is coL'labor at Lng in crimes that are perhaps even bigger, but is showfng no rao r e
awar eness (and probably even less) of their collusion than does psychiatry in
Russia. After all, in Russia, only a few thousand people are being detained as
insane for essentially political reasons. In contrast, the biEgest crime of the
mental health profession in our society is the \-lay in which it uses psychoactive
drugs against literally millions of people, and the second biggest is probably
the way· it colludes in di s t r'ac tLng attention from deeper and more real probLems
of people by engaging in a myriad of what one might call make-believe therapeutic
technology games. HedLa reporters (including those of Nevsweek), many of \vIlOIIY
are themselves ensnared ~nth our mental health system, report on the abuses in
Russia without the slightest hint of awarene s s of the abuses of the mental health
system in our society.
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*A potent forc~ of deathmak'ing has been the materialization of the wor Id
that sees human beings as no more than complex machines. The 'materialistic
conceptualization of 11uman life was succinctly stated in an arti~le in Science
(Nay 14, 1982, p. 718-720) on the eminent Harvard evolutionist, Ernst i1ayr, who
said that living organisms differ from inanimate matter only by the ~egree of the
complexity of their systems-and by the presence of a genetic progr am •. He said
that the old concepts of vitalism ",hich attribute a separate principle of life to
animate entities are "dead," and that there is no process in a living organism
that is not, completely consistent with the prevailing physical theory.
,*In 1979, a ttoupeof 40 mentally handicapped people gave a mime/dance
performance at the Syd~ey Opera House that held audiences spellbound. ' The produc-
tion ran for afull,we~k to a full house every night, "'ith standing ovations.
Several members of the cast had Down's Syndrome--the very condition whic~ according
to many medical practioners toda~ reduces a person to the state ofa vegetable of
short Lf.f espanq. and for whf.ch they should be aborted or killed upon birth. All
members of the cast are residents of what amounts to a small institution. The
director of the troupe is playWright Gennaro, born in Chile. He had been an art
therapist at the home since 1976. Shortly after his triumph, he was abruptly
dismissed from his position, apparently for showing too much solidarity with the
handicapped people.
An hour-d ong film based on this troupe is Stepping Out, reportedly available
from Cor! Orient in Los Angeles, 213/557-0173. In the US, the film is available
under the title Breaking Free in a 50 minute, 16 millimeter color, format from ABC
Fide lior1d of Learning, 1330 Avenue of the Americas, Hew York, NY 10019. (Down" s
Syndrome News, Hay 1982).
*The only way in whf.ch a society such as ours can manage to impose a deviant,
identity on something like 20 different groups of people so that almost 1/3 of its
population occupies a societally devalued status is by each of the devalued groups
participating in the devaluation of a,good number of all the other devalued groups.
Thus, we are saddened but not surprised to read that the president of the Associa-
tion of Family and Friends of the New Castle State Hospital in Indiana not merely
(good news!) opposed the idea of the institution being converted into a prison,
but added (bad ne~sl), "I would rather take the felon out and shoot him and pay the
20¢ round of ammunition and not worry about him" (Indianapolis Star, February 25,
19tH, news I ten submitted. by Joe .Osburnl," :
*Perhaps the advocat~s ~f all sorts of unusual, deviancy-imaging, pity~
orienied, and outrighi bizar~e methods of raising funds fo~ charity will themselves
be taken aback by what must certainly.be rated as a fairly advanced form of
perverse fund-raising for charity. In'the summer of 1979. T-shirts began to be sold
for $5 each whIch promoted capital punishment. Some of thc se shirts showed an '
electric chair, and carried captions such as,"One down , 133 to go" (referring to
the execution in Hay 1979 of Spenkelink in Florida, and the 133 other inmates ~n
Florida' 9 death row) , "First Spenkelink, now Isaacs" (a Georgian convicted of six
murders)~ and "Busbee, fry Isaacs" (an appeal to Georgia's governor Busbee not to
pardon Isaacs). The profit from the sale of the T-shirts was earmarked "for
charity,"according to a Georgia disc jockey who promoted the'sale of the shirts
(AP,July 7, 1979).
*The title of a 1931 research project funded by the US National Center for
Health Services was "Hitting the Target Population in Perinatal Services."
*A social vorl.er, vho is director of educct Lcn and training at the ~:il1C!rd
Psychiatric Center in Villard, !:ewYork, v rote the follooing; "Tod ay l s lonb-tem
Lnh abLt an t s of state psychiatric and dcve Lopuen t aI centers are Ame rIca" s pen:anent
expatriates. They are also our o~m kind's cost unredeewable, insatiably needy
devourers of Iilenta1hea1th and retardation servicec. Ee nou spend billions each
year to fail ~iserably at ~aintaining the infantile behaviors of constitutionally
protect ed , multiply handicapped,. social rejects." (Hospital ~ ~unity Psychiatry,
January 1932).
*Report (October 12, 19D1) carried a satirical item occupying a full-sized
page that t..'ascaptioned as "another public service announceillent." It promoted
"whi te slavery," showLng the picture of a beautiful young couple driving along in
a convertible, with the text: '"Shirl and I were having a tough t Lt.e mak Ing ends
meet, and when we heard she was p~~ant, it looked like real financial hot water.
Then ve heard about \..biteSlaveryL. Now t..'e':r.e.
1
.. d iving this beautiful T-bird and
, ,~'~lcan t \"raitfor the next baby! Uh Lt e Slavery t akes unuanted or deformed children
off your hands and puts them into useful servitude. It means much-needed
discipline for them and money in the pocket for you. If you've got useless kids
hanging around the house or waiting in the womb, give us a call. We're in the
wh Lt e pages." {Submitted by .Jan e Hebster}
*Hhat does one think of when one sees the abbreviation li-1,/ A lot of people
in this day wou Ld probably think of the US military's automatic rifle or more
likely of its M-I tank. In Syracuse, New York, it is the name of a van operated
by the Rescue Hission. '\<Ihich'picks up inebriated people from the streets and takes
them to its headquarters or a drop-in center. It is fasci~ating that an aBbulance-
Lfke van with the Dame of a tank wou Ld be deployed at about the same time "hen
merchants in downtovn Syracuse we re using language \.Thicbsuggested that"the
people of the streets (who supposedly scare a.Jay their customers) should be
exterminated.
*An interesting study wa s reported in the April 1931 FBI I~agazine. By means
of a survey, the stressfulness of different events in the lives of police officers
we re rank-ordered. Taking somebody's life vas rated as less stressful than being
dismissed from the police force. The stress of accepting a bribe ranked only lEtb
in a list of 25 likely stressors, eclipsed by events such as being passed over for
promotion, which ranked IIth. The death of a f eLlow police officer was more
stressful than witnessing a police officer "murdering" somebody.
It is well-noted that police departments vary widely in their quality, and
that they all have great difficulty keeping sociopathic personalities out of their
ranks. Corruption in la\1 enforcement agencies is a very COIT~on problem, and
keeping the police under control is always a challenge in a democratic society.
lye can be grateful that at present, it does appear that handicapped people are
being treated with much more understanding by police officers than for~erly, due
to a number of factors, including w.Lde inclusion of relevant material in police
training programs. .
*ApproxiQately 15 years ago, a man was struck by a drunk driver and has been
confined to a whe eLch aLr sLn ce , In April 19C1, he was convicted in a Fairfax, VA
traffic court for "playing in the h Lghvray , II He was returning from a shopping trip
in his wheelchair on a road that had no sLdewa Lks , In his defense, he said that
his disability Inco~e of $300 a month prevented him from living in the few areas
t-lheretravel is easier. The llheelchair van service that took him to his tiial
cost him $45 (Sojourners, 1981, !Q{6~p. 7).
*Behaviors for which in5titutions for the retarded have called the-police to
arrest the offending resident and take him/her away have included pulling fire
alarms. breaking windows, and two consenting adults engaging in homosexual acts.
A related very problematic invocation of the normalization principle wh Lch oight
very well reflect perversion rather than genuine normalization has been to call
for retarded offenders to "take full responsibility for their actions." which
means that they would be tried, .sentenced, and if need be imprisoned, as if they
were not retarded. For.instaace, the COI:".I:lissionerfor Bental Health of the state
of South Carolina 1n 1979 called-for residents of its institutions who comwit a
serious violation of institutional regulations to be arrested and jailed by the
sheriff of the respective local county (President's Cotcmf.t tee on l'.lentalRetarda-
tion Newsb reak , 1979, .!.(1), 3). Of course, even many nonretarded offenders only
get caught' and imprisoned 'because'-they-are -poor and deva Lued.clu.i tbe fi.rst place.
Once in priso~ retarded offenders are highly apt to be brutalized and even
murdered.
*~nat does it mean when nine people confess to the sex slaying of four
children, one of the confessors commits suicide--yet all of the confessors are:
l~ter found not to have been the perpetrator~ (Syracuse Herald Journal, Decembe~
18, 1978)~ Does this not suggest a latent wish to commit such a crime, or perhaps
an unconscious desire to be punished for an earlier real or desired act of child
killing, ,and/or child molestatioo?
*According to some research studies (Ryerson, E., & Sundem, J. M. Develop-
ment of a curriculum on sexual exploitation and self-protection for handicapped
students. Education Unlimited, 1981, 3(4h 26-31A mentally retarded children are
from three to ten times more likely to-be sexually abused than non-retarded
children--who themselves are already very much at risk, especially if,they are
fenaie. Sexual crimes against handicapped people are even less likely to be
reported than those against non-handicapped people, because assailants or
exploiters most commonly include not merely relatives but also human service
'WOrkers and "friends." Further, handicapped people are typically less knowledge-
able as to what to do once they have been exploited or assaulted.
Some elements of attempts to educate handicapped people to avoid such explo~
tation and to protect themselves are very sad. For instance, in one program,
there is role playing which casts the "repair person," "acquaintance at the pool,"
and "stranger on the bus" into the role of the villain, and which includes even
teaching handicapped people not to reveal their names to strangers. Such a
strategy could contribute heavily to handicapped and non-handicapped people
remaining strangers, and thus to a violence feedback cycle.
*In 1931, advertisements for "encounter bats" could be found in Some psycho-
logical journals. These nev human service instruments were cloth-covered foam
bats for "protensional, institutional, or home use," presumably during encounter
therapy sessions. In one such ad, one of the users was depicted as a middlc-
aged male with a beard and glasses- -presumab Ly appealing to the potential buyers
to recognize themselves in this stereotype of the psychotherapist.
*The Ival1 Street Journal recently compiled some of the things said in the
tVisconsin 1egislature. Each quote is from a different representative: "There
comes a time to put principle aside and do what's right." "I don't see anything
trrong with saving human life. That would be good politics, even for us." "It's
.a step in the right direction, it's the answer and it's constitutional, which is
even better." "I'm not only for capital punishment, I'm also for the preservation
of life." (Sojourners, May 1982).
A Plea .for lIelp
Below is a letter that appeared in tIle newsletter of the Federation of Parents
Organizations for the New York State l-:entalInstitutions, December 19131. It was
probably ~eant to portray a composite image of the identities of mnny people.
"To llhom It Hay Concern: I am 28 years oldl I reside in a psychiatric
institution because I have no other place to live. I should not be here. Six
years ago my parents' attempts to keep me home were thwarted at every move.
Without the necessary support ne two rk in the community, I had to leave. I HAVE
COi-JhITTEDNO CRH1E--I l1.AVEONLY EXPEI<.IENCED FAILURE I I failed at nursery school
and kindergarten. Special classes helped me through grades 1 through 3. ttain~
streamed into regular school, I rewained till 10th grade. I strusgled and made no
Haves but I was tormented by my classmates who saw that I was "different" from
them. I al.vays wanted to be Like eve ry one else but I couldn't learn from my
experiences. I Has and still am naive, gullible, sweet, frustrated and hopeful!
Unable to cope with the irrational "60's", I again failed the school scene. Then
carne residential schools, hospitalization, rehab workshops, everything costing
thousands of dollars but still no network of community support services. I am
still hanging in there hopeful that soon I can be placed in an appropriate commun-
ity residence that will allow me to participate in life and experience success.
CAN YOU HELP HE? I am one of many--I can be found in Pilgrim, Central Islip,
KinGS Park. Ny parents live in Nassau County. They too are hopeful.-"
- ] C -
Upco:nine PASS i']orkshops
.'
*1. LaCrosse, Hisco;'1sin, Au!:;ust30-Se~teGber 3, 1902. ~193, 3 lunches includ-
ed,for out-of-state participants. Contact:Wisconain Coalition for Advocacy,
2 \':e!;thifflin Street, 0.200, liadison, HI 53703, Attention: Barb Billings.
;'2. CaInsv IlLe , Georgia, Scp tcmb er 11-15, 15'82. $135. Cont act e Eet~lHount,
1226 Sprinedale Road, Atlanta, GA 30306, 404/373-2781.
*3. i~ortilatlipton,Hassachusetts, Sep eembe r 20-24, 1~G2.ContC1ct: Hichael
Kendrick, Non.alization Safe3uards Project, c/o Reeion I Office, Box 389, North-
ampton, LA 01061, 413/584-1644, ext. 317.
*4. Syracuse, New York, October 16-20, 19G2. Conciucted by Onondaga County
P~C and CA Office of Onondaca County. Contact the latter at: 919 State To~er
Building, SyracuGc, rIT 13202, 315/4n-91~O (be "JUre to Leave a meac age on the
answe rIng mach ine ) , or 315/471;-3e~9.
liiscellaneous l~eHS .: .-. " ..,
*The Mev Jersey Supreme Court ruled that residents of its institutions for thE
retarJeu have a right to be serv~d in the leas~ re3trictive setting feasible
(I.nstitutions Etc., June 1982).
*You can buy a "Sexual BarrasSTTlcnt Kittl from (believe it or not) FOPty for
$2.50 by \cn'iting to APA, 1200 17th Street my, Washington, D.C. 20036.
*The (Catholic) National Apostolate ",ith I-ientally Ii.etardedPersons unanimous I:
adopted at its 19u1 annu21 conference a re~olution iccntifyinb its ~ajor priority
for the coming year as being the encourageme~t of intezration of handicapped pcopl~
as participating members of their churches, and to get tile various ~ioccses to
create positio~s of leadersti? and counsel for handica~?ed people.
-NEXT-TO-LAST-
I 'HOUSEKEEPlHG Al.\jNOUNCEMENTS"
TIPS Editorial Policy. TIPS comes out every other month, and contains articles,
news, insights, reviews and viewpoints that relate to the interests and mission of
the Training Institute. At the present, this mission has to do with reading "the
signs of the times, i, and interpreting their meaning for human services. lfuile TIPS
is mostly concerned with phenomena and developments that have to do with human ser-
vices, reading and tellinz the 'signs of the times necessitates that TIPS also
address some of the larger issues which affect our society and the quality of life
on earth, as well as the ways in which decisions are made in our society, because
these higher-order phenomena will eventually express themselves in human services
in various ways, including in human service values and funding. Usually, each: TIPS
issue will focus primarily on one specific theme. TIPS addresses relevant dn.~lop-
ments whenever and wherever they occur, so disclosures of adaptive or horr1~tr:
developments pronoted by a particular political party or government shouldtUs; be
taken as partisan political statements. '·ieassume that subscribers are peop1t who
lead hard lives struggling against great odds, and are aware of many shortc~~n~s
in human services. Thus. we try to inject levity into TIPS so as to make ',"
subscribers' lives more bearable (or less unbearable, as the case may be). even if
not deliriously joyful. In fact, the "signs of the times are depressing, and thus
some TIPS content is in need of occasional levitation. TIPs-tries to report devel-
opments truthfull~ but since it gets many items from other sources,it cannot be
responsible for errors contained in original sources. Specific items from TIPS may
be reproduced without permission as long as the full TIPS reference is cited/
acknowledged, and as long as only small portions of a TIPS issue are so reproduced.
The Training Institute. The Training Institute for HUffianService Planning, Leader-
ship and Change Agentry (TI), directed by Holf Holfensberger, PhD, is part of the
Division of Special Education and Rehabilitation of Syracuse University's School of
Education. Dr. Holfensberger is a professor in the ?lental Retardation Area of that
Division. Since its founding in 1973, the T1 has never applied for federal grants,
and has been supported primarily by fees earned from speaking events and workshops
across the world, and to a small extent from consultations, evaluations of
services, and the sale of certain publications and plannin£ and change agentry
tools (see "TI Publications" below). TI training has: (a) been aimed primarily at
people who are or aspire to be leaders and change a~ents, be they professionals,
public decision-makers; members of voluntary citizen actions groups, students, etc.;
and (b) primarily emphasized values related to human services, the rendering of
compassianate and comprehensive con@unity services, and greater societal acceptance
of impaired and devalued citizens.
Invitation to Submit Items for Publication. iie invite submissions of any items
suitable for TIPS. These may include "raw" clippings. "ev Ldenc e ;" reviews of pub-
lications or human service "products," human service dreams (or nightmares),
service vignettes, aphorisms or apothegms, relevant poetry, satires, or brief
original articles. He particularly welcome items telling of positive developments
since bad news is so frequent as to be the norm. Send only material you don't need
back, because you won't get it back. If we don't goof. and if the submf t ter vdoes
not object, submissions that are used will be credited.
Dissemination of TIPS. Readers are requested to draw the attention of others to
TIPS, and to encourage them to subscribe. A subscription/renewal form is found on
the back of each issue. Please consider photocopying this form and forwarding it to
potential subscribers. Also, we appreciate subscribers announcin~ the availability
of TIPS wherever appropriate in other newsletters and periodicals.
TIPS Back-Issues Available. TIPS tries to have a supply of back-issues available
for new subscribers who wish to complete their set. Let us know what you need, and
we will negotiate a package price.
TI Publications. The TI sells or recommends a number of items relevant to its
mission, and lists them on a "publication. list' which is updated about 2 times a
year. If you want one or more copies, please let us know.
-LAST-
TIPS SUBSCRIPT!OiJ/REl~EHAL/DONATIO!~/ ADDRESS ChANGE FOtUi
I -. ' .' . . .
~or!:.pletethe subscrip~ion/renewai/donationiaddres's' ch~n:g~ d..f~pPlicable)
below and return it to the TIPS .editor at the address below. We encourage you
make copies of this form and circulate ft to others who may be interested.I=:J .Address Change 0 New Sub sc rLpt Lon 0 Donation D~~e~ai
If 'this is aren~\"al, the 'address below is: the same; new.
HANE OF PERSON ORORGANIZATIOU -----
HAILING ADDRESS (list 'the address that is least likely to change in the future.
For some individuals, 'that is their work address, for others, their home address.)
form··:....
to
Subscription rates in U.S. funds. Make out to ~U Training Institute & mail to~'
TIPS Editor
Training Institute
805 South Crouse Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13210
U. S. , ; Canada Overseas
Individual $20 $22 $25
Student $12 $14 $17
A~ency $30 $32 $35
The TIPS subscription file and mailing system as handled partially by co~puter
and partially by hand. It is quite likely that a procession of students will be '_
helping with the subscription system, and ..whenever there is high turnover (as there ...
is among students), there are apt to be occasional errors. Therefore" if anyone
should fail to receive a TIPS issue within two months of subscribing, or misses any
other issues during th~ cycle of an annual subscription, please direct an inquiry
to the TIPS subscript ion list at the TI. '~_'"
Addres~ Changes. You must let us know if you change your mailing address (use form
above). TIPS is in the class of "trash mail" that is neither likely to be forwarded
nor returned to the sender. Thus,' if you change your address withou"t telling us,
we will probably never hear feom each other again.' We will ..also not be able to
furnish replacements for old copies lost during your move. However, we will
replace a copy that arrived in sev~rely mutilated condition •
. -. - .
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